
July 26th, 2022 

Bratislava and then….Farewell to Slovakia 

 

After a very brief farewell again in the morning, with hugs and tears, we drove away.    Matt, I and the 

rental car,  were headed to Bratislava along our way to our final stop for the night, Vienna.     The GPS 

on Matt’s phone took us on a winding path through the country.   Acres and acres of farmland and farm 

equipment.  Eventually he corrected the route to one more streamline and highway.   We approached 

Bratislava and stopped for lunch.   We wandered the cobblestone corridors and shops, marveling at more 

history. This capital city features a large castle with sits high on a hill and looks more like a military 

garrison that a princess castle the likes of the one in Bojnice.  This one, too, dates back to the 11th century 

and boasts residents from the Hungarian royalty.  We found a small café – who needed a menu – it was 

our last time for Haluśky.  We weren’t disappointed    we were soaking up our final hour in Slovakia…. 

until we discovered we had parked in some restricted zone, perhaps declared by the sign we didn’t take 

the time to translate.    So, we contributed 20 Euro to the town coffers.   Oh well, I sighed, I needed to 

use up the Euro before tomorrow!    And we headed on to Vienna. 

I watched for the border crossing.   Leaving Bratislava, we cross the large bridge, a skyline icon of the 

town, across the Danube River.   I was watching for the border crossing.   One would hardly know that 

you’ve left one country and entered another, such little evidence of a border.   I quickly snapped a photo. 

 



    

 

And we were no longer in my beloved Slovakia, but now in Austria, as evidenced by the windmills 

dotting the landscape. As both countries are part of the European Union, there is no need to stop to show 

passports to custom agents.   It’s like driving from one state into another in the USA.   

Shortly we were near the Weinn airport and our rooms.    With only hours left of our last day, we decided 

to dump our suitcases and try our chances at purchasing a train ticket in hopes of boarding the right train 

into the old town of Vienna.   It turned out to be easier than we thought and shortly we were exiting the 

train station in downtown historic Vienna.    We walked all around the town, taking in as much as 

possible, cathedrals hundreds and hundreds of years old, restaurants, museums, cobble stone streets, 

people everywhere.   We were on the lookout for a restaurant that specializes in Strudels and pies…..and 

we did locate it, but we weren’t the only ones wanting their strudel – the line snaked down the streets, 

so we decided to forgo that experience and not spend our one shot to see Vienna in exchange for standing 

in a line.    We finally stopped at an Italian restaurant for dinner.   It was time to head back to the train 

station and return to our rooms.   I was scheduled to leave in the morning, Matt on a different flight a 

little later. 

 


